adventurecapital

5 do-in-a-day rides on country lanes and off-road
tracks in a stunning Lakeland landscape
OS mapping

Keswick

a round

Whinlatter

Mountain biking in Whinlatter Forest
putting the mountain into mountain biking!
Rising to 790 metres above sea level
Whinlatter Forest boasts stunning views of
the Lake District and the biking makes the
most of the mountainous terrain. The
purpose built mountain bike trails were
voted second best trail centre in the UK by
readers of Singletrack Magazine in 2009.
The Altura Trail has been created with
experienced bikers in mind. A 19km red grade
route, it features berms, jumps, skinnies, cork
screws and table tops, with challenging single
track sections. And when it’s time to get your
breath back, take in the views of Derwent Water,
Bassenthwaite, Helvellyn and Skiddaw at an
altitude of 500m (1600ft) above Keswick.
Arranged as a north and south loop, it can be
tackled it in two sessions or go for the full 19km
at once.
For less experienced bikers looking to improve
skills and confidence, the blue graded Quercus
Trail encompasses a range of challenges, like
gentle berms and rolling jumps. The trail is 7.5km
long, with the option to follow a shorter 3.5km
route if legs begin to burn!

Swinside Circuit

Cyclewise is the onsite bike shop and offers
cycle hire, parts, clothing, maintenance and new
bike sales. They also offer a huge variety of
courses with a focus on developing riding skills
through the use of modern coaching techniques.
www.cyclewise.co.uk
Whinlatter Forest is managed by the Forestry
Commission. The trails start at the main
visitor centre car park, which also has an
information centre and forest shop, Siskins
Café, Whinlatter WildPlay children’s trail
and walking trails. The Visitor Centre is
situated on the Whinlatter Pass and is signed
from the A66 just west of Keswick
Whinlatter Visitor Centre,
Whinlatter Pass, Braithwaite,
North West of Keswick, CA12 5TW.
Telephone: 017687 78469

Forestry Commission

ROUTE
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This short 8 mile road route uses country lanes to the south
west of Keswick on a circular ride around Swinside Fell. The
route is on country lanes which can sometimes be busy during
peak periods. The route takes in the newly built Newlands
Beck Bridge, which was destroyed in the Cumbrian floods of
2009.
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1 From the car park turn L onto the A5271 and proceed through
Keswick, going SA at a mini roundabout and on over Greta Bridge.
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2 After 0.9km (0.5m) turn L onto a minor road (before the A66) and
cross Portinscale Bridge, taking care as the bridge is narrow, and go
up the hill before turning L (signposted for Grange).
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3 Turn R onto a minor road (signposted for Ullock). Pass through this
hamlet and turn R (signposted Braithwaite) and cross the new bridge
over Newlands Beck.
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4 Turn L onto the Newlands Pass road (signposted for Buttermere)
and proceed along the fell side lane.

Distance: 8 miles (13km)
Grade: Easy - Short.
Suitable for all bikes

5 After crossing a minor stream, turn sharp L onto the lane towards
Stair, dropping down to Newlands Beck before climbing the hill
towards The Swinside Inn. Continue straight on at the Inn.
6 Turn L (signposted for Portinscale), taking care on the twisty descent
through the woodlands. Once back in Portinscale, turn R to the bridge
and retrace your route back into Keswick town centre.

Start/Finish: Lakeland Pedlar
(GR NY266235)

Refreshments: Keswick
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Parking: Car parking available
in Keswick at Otley Road and
Bell Close car parks.

